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INSPIRATION 
A need for design that connects to a 

community’s culture, history, and 
vernacular architecture. 

Merge old and contemporary. 

An improved perception of place. 

Provide abandoned structures a new life. 

APPLICATION 
Design interiors with authentic, local themes.

Incorporate graphics and materials that 
relate to a city’s history. 
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INTERIOR ZONES
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HISTORIC
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“Storytelling” in restaurant design is an 

upcoming trend – with customers increasingly 

interested in the heritage, culture and values of 

the restaurant they are eating in.

Mott 32, which won “World Interior of the 

Year 2013”, is a Hong Kong restaurant that 

combines colonial-style furnishings with an 

industrial warehouse aesthetic. Designed by 

Hong Kong architect Joyce Wang, the Mott 32 

restaurant is located in a basement that once 

served as a storage facility. The interior boasts a 

series of skylights to bring natural light down 

into the space, and is divided up into different 

zones, each influenced by Chinese history. 

Interior details include metal chains that 

reference the city’s fishing history and a bar 

inspired by a Chinese apothecary.



SYMBOLIC
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Designers are looking to creating dining spaces 

that are in essence “timeless”, recognizing and 

celebrating a culture’s past and future. 

Housed inside a converted lock factory built 

in the late 19th century, the Radegast bar, 

designed by IO Studio, offers a modern take on 

the traditional beer hall. Located in Prague, the 

design references Czech culture and hospitality 

by incorporating a blue and white checked 

pattern on the vaulted ceiling, derived from 

traditional Czech Cibulák porcelain. Grey-toned 

oak wall panels and blue air conditioning pipes 

along the ceiling tie into this colour scheme, 

while diagonal sections of local timber on 

the wall panels reflect traditional Czech 

craftsmanship. 

HISTORIC
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PATTERN

INSPIRATION 
Activate and shape sensory experience.

Increase visual excitement by introducing 
rhythm and repetition.  

Provide synergy between classic craft and 
contemporary design. 

Combine historical and physical context. 

APPLICATION 
Incorporate vibrant materials in interesting 
patterns to enhance dining experience.

Design toward a crafts-focused, artisan 
aesthetic.
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TILES
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Many interior designers draw inspiration from 

the culture in which a cuisine originates, thus 

displaying extremely innovative blending of 

different vernaculars.

Architecture firm BIG partnered with Kilo 

Design transformed an unused basement 

space in Copenhagen into Llama, a South 

American-themed restaurant.  The interior is 

clad with colorful patterns and fitted out 

with black furnishings, creating an intimate 

space that simultaneously feels connected 

with the bustling city. The walls and floors 

are lined with handcrafted Mexican cement 

tiles, therefore  fusing Latin designs with 

Scandinavian influences. The patterned tiles 

create a dynamic, playful dining experience. IMAGES COURTESY OF  BIG AND KILO DESIGN

PATTERN
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Designers are perfecting the art of using color 

and patterns to push boundaries in restaurant 

interiors, and create lively, inviting spaces.

Jury Cafe , located within the former 

Pentridge Prison in Melbourne, uses pattern 

and interesting color and materials to breathe 

new life into this historic landmark. Designed 

by Biasol Design Studio, the main goal was 

to respect the sites past as a prison. A palette 

of bright colors and blond wood provides a 

contrast with the dark original bluestone walls. 

Along with these ideas of color, the designers  

used a mix of raw materials, plywood, structural 

timbers and concrete to create interesting 

geometric patterns.  These playful effects bring 

the site to life and allow it to move on from its 

dark past. PATTERN



COMBINATION

INSPIRATION 
Design Multiple functions in one 
space.

Allow for education and interaction 
regarding dining experience. 

Foster innovation and ingenuity..

Strive to be iconic architecture. 

APPLICATION 
Combine unrelated and unlikely programs 
into a cohesive concept. 

Design spaces that incorporate retail into the 
dining experience. 
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EDUCATION

Restaurants across the globe are beginning to be 

hubs for education and research regarding food 

and drink production. 

The Café Coutume Aoyama in Tokyo, by CUT 

Architectures, is designed to be a cross between 

a cafe and a science lab. The interior boasts a 

white-lacquered steel ceiling grid, plants under 

strips of lighting and white tiled surfaces that 

mimic that of a laboratory. The space is filled 

with a range of coffee and science-related 

paraphernalia, with the glass coffee beakers 

resembling science apparatus. At the entrance, the 

“laboratory” is set-up to feature different brew 

methods every month, educating the public on 

the “science” of coffee making. On the adjacent 

side, the seating area is set under the hollow 

version of the bar ceiling: with white lacquered 

frames in continuity with the ceiling grid of the 

laboratory area.
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RESTAURANT/RETAIL

Cafes and restaurants integrated with retail 

stores are becoming more and more popular,  

creating multiple experiences within a single 

space.

Inshopnia, designed by Nan Arquitectos, is 

a combo cafe and clothing store located in 

Pontevedra, Spain. The design allows both  

functions to coexist and complement one 

another. All of the perimeter walls have been 

left in their original, raw state to create a 

simplistic and industrial style design, while 

monochromatic lighting and furniture allow 

the displayed clothing to pop. A central timber 

structure, which resembles a traditional home, 

frames the space creating atmospheric zoning 

between the “exterior” cafe and the “interior” 

clothing shop.  The customer who enters 

Inshopnia leaves the busy street behind to find a 

quiet space, aimed  to provide a positive shopping 

experience and leisurely dining. 
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INSPIRATION 
Motivated by the need for raw quality 
and minimalism in design. 
 

A renewed interest in material Texture.

Find the beauty in imperfections.

Renovation and reuse at the forefront 
of restaurant design.

APPLICATION 
Reuse of reclaimed wood within interiors 

Celebrate original materials such as masonry 
walls and hardwood flooring. 
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MATERIALITY
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WOOD
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MATERIALITY

Designers are beginning to use hand-crafted, 

raw finished natural materials within restau-

rants, allowing for visually interesting, sus-

tainable interiors. 

Kinoya Restaurant, designed by Jean de 

Lessard, has tapped the primary spirit, function 

and aesthetics of the authentic Japanese tavern. 

Reclaimed wood placed in fractal geometries 

fills the space, creating a chaotic enclosed 

interior, full of nooks and crannies. The boards 

of hemlock and white spruce, of different 

width and thickness, were installed in all 

directions, and were reclaimed from a local 

barn. The irregularity and angularity of the 

surfaces further deflect sound waves, helping 

to muffle the ambient noise. 



STONE
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MATERIALITY

With restaurant design, expect to see more 

reclaimed materials, and design elements that 

are inherent to the original buildings. 

Oslo restaurant, designed by Borja Garcia 

Studio, is located within an 1800’s building 

in the heart of Valencia. The main objective 

of the renovation was to retain the original 

atmosphere of the old building, while providing 

a contemporary dining experience. The brick 

walls and the wooden beams on the ceiling do 

justice to the architectural history of the place, 

while the simple yet stylish furniture add a 

Nordic feel. The result is an harmonious, serene 

and intimate setting. 



THANK YOU 
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CREDITS
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All photos and content used with Permission

Designers featured:

• Masquespacio

• IO STUDIO

• Joyce Wang

• BIG and Kilo Design

• Biasol

• CUT Architectures

• Nan Arquitectos

• Jean de Lessard

• Borja Garcia Studio


